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Figure 2. Left panel: the measurement errors on the power spectrum at z = 1 for the Tianlai pathfinder (shaded area) and the pathfinder+ (error bars). Right panel:
the relative one with respect to the smooth power spectrum with errors expected from the Tianlai pathfinder+ (shaded area) and the full-scale Tianlai (error bars). The
assumed survey area is 10,000 deg2 , and the integration time is one year. The wavenumber bin width for this plot is ∆k = 0.005 h Mpc−1 .

spectrum can be obtained by scaling, but the constraints on our
interested parameters are insensitive to the choice of binning.

models. The full-scale experiment can offer good precision
throughout the interested parameter ranges.
From the cosmographic measurements DA (z), H (z), f (z),
one can constrain the cosmological model parameters. In this
paper, we consider a redshift-dependent equation of state for the
dark energy parameterized in the form of (Chevallier & Polarski
2001)

3. FISHER FORECAST ON THE CONSTRAINT
ON DARK ENERGY
From the power spectrum measurement at a given redshift,
the Fisher information matrix can be written as (Tegmark 1997;
Seo & Eisenstein 2003; Mao et al. 2008)
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The Fisher matrix of the dark energy parameters w0 and wa
is obtained by converting from the parameter space {pα } =
{DA,i , Hi , fi } to the dark energy parameter space {qm } =
{w0 , wa, ΩX }, using

Here, the free parameters α and β are taken from
Hi
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with only the
marginalized by selecting the submatrix of Fαβ
appropriate columns and rows. We can then derive the measurement errors on the expansion and structure growth history
parameters.
For the Tianlai pathfinder and pathfinder+ experiment, the
observation frequency range is 700–800 MHz, and we divide
this frequency band into three bins with equal bandwidth and
obtain estimates of measurement errors for the corresponding
redshift bins. For the planned full-scale Tianlai experiment, the
frequency range of 400–1420 MHz is equally divided into eight
bins; the bin size in this latter case is larger than in the pathfinder
case, but the bin size ∆z does not really matter in the end.
We plot the measurement errors on the angular diameter
distance DA (zi ), the Hubble expansion rate H (zi ), and the
growth rate f (zi ) in the left, central, and right panels of Figure 3,
respectively, for the pathfinder+ (blue error bars) and the fullscale Tianlai experiments (red error bars). The integration time
is assumed to be one year in all cases. We see that the pathfinder+
experiment can obtain a useful measurement on DA (z) and H (z)
at z = 1. For the growth rate f, the errors are larger, but we
could still obtain a useful check against certain modified gravity
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To help break the parameter degeneracy between parameters,
we combine the BAO data from the Tianlai intensity mapping
observation with the data obtained from CMB observations. The
total Fisher matrix is given by (Wang et al. 2009)
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(zi ) is the Fisher matrix derived from the ith redshift
where Fαβ
CMB
bin of the LSS intensity mapping and Fαβ
is the CMB Fisher
matrix.
The 1σ and 2σ measurement error contours for the variable
dark energy equation of state parameters w0 and wa are shown
in Figure 4 for the full-scale Tianlai experiment. Here, we have
assumed that the frequency range probed is 400–1420 MHz, the
usable survey area is 10,000 deg2 , and the integration time is
one year. The measurement error is obtained based on a joint
constraint with the CMB data, but no other observational data.
We expect σw0 ≈ 0.0815 and σwa ≈ 0.210. This is comparable
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Hydrogen Intensity Mapping: The Tianlai Pathfinder
demonstrates basic principles / encounters all issues rapidly
• Bandwidth Δν=125 MHz (tunable)
685-810MHz (0.77<z<1.3) all observations so far
tunable in 600-1420MHz (0<z<1.5)
•

Cylinder Array 3 x 15m x 40m cylinders
96 dual polarization feeds
1024 frequency channels δν=122kHz
(operate 576 frequency channels Δν=70MHz )
4 sec sampling

• Dish Array 16 x 6m dishes
16 dual polarization feeds
512 frequency channels δν=244kHz
1 sec sampling
pointable alt-az
• Pathfinder+ Cylinder Array
216 dual polarization feeds
4 sec sampling
• Proposed Full Cylinder Array 8 x 15m x 120m
2048 dual polarization feeds
400-1420MHz

Hongliuxia Site has low RFI
detected RFI over 50MHz partial band

SIR = Scale Invariant Rank

very little data loss to RFI

On Sky Observations
Correlator allows only observations with Dish Array or Cylinder Array
All feeds correlated / raw visibilities recorded for later analysis
• Dish Array : since May 2016
operates in drift scan mode only - no tracking (RFI from motors)
~258 days including ~237 days pointed directly at NCP (North Celestial Pole)
•

Cylinder Array : since October 2016
~ 114 days

Observation Log

Time Dependent Calibration and Gain
three days

Tianlai visibilities are calibrated from
• Bright Point Sources :
usually done only once at beginning of run
a run may last weeks
•

Calibration Noise Source:
transmits every 4 minutes for a 3 seconds

|gain|

arg(gain)

Cas A transits
System Equivalent Flux Density: 11.7±0.4 kJy
System temperature Tsys :
75.7±2.7 K
this Tsys is for a specific beam model

ambient
temperature

Beam Calibration
To make a map of the sky one needs to know the shape of the beam !
• Electromagnetic Simulations
• Calibrated Sky Sources
• Artificial Source on Drone

Beam Calibration: Dish: UAV / Cas A

Typical Raw Visibilities

dish 11 days NCP

dish 11 nights NCP

Nighttime Visibilities and Correlated Noise
• nighttime contaminated by correlated noise
•

correlated noise ~ constant over night
subtract it

frequency

•

Comparison with Catalog Based Sky Model
Tianlai Visibility

Sky Model

Expected differences due to
• Diffuse Emission
• Point source catalog from different band - little spectral information
• Incorrect beam model
Need to address these issues before finding unexpected differences

9 Night Median Averaging / Mean Nightly Subtraction
RFI removal not used!

have good measure of visibilities from foreground sources
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Combining Baselines: Map Making

Northern Sky from NCP - dish
M1 transit dish (CASA)

need better beam modeling

Issues
• Correlated Noise :
• cross talk between feeds
• common ground pickup?
• decreases with separation / much less between cylinders
• seems to be very stable during a single night
•

Mis-Pointing :
• literally for dishes
• feed alignment within cylinders

•

Complex Gain Drifts :
• improvement using external signal injection every 4 minutes
• sky calibration: fast fringes from bright off-axis source always visible from dishes

•

Beam Calibration : beams have lots of structure (e.g. cylinder standing waves)
• drone
• sky calibration:
• bright off-axis source always visible from dishes
• bright source transit regularly

•

RFI :
• it is infrequent and easily detected

There is usually enough information in visibility data to correct for these

What’s Going On Now / Soon
• Transient Back-End Installed :
•

Analysis of ~200 days of NCP dish data :

•

Retune to z~0 :
• Correlate with optical galaxy redshift surveys
• North Celestial Cap Survey photometric survey: taking spectra w/ WIYN
• SDSS

QUESTIONS??

